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Figure 1: Two shots from the film Troll Bridge. There are over 500 VFX shots in this movie and it was entirely crowdfunded

ABSTRACT
Troll Bridge is a crowdfunded live-action short film more than 15
years in the making and involving the work of more than 400
volunteers across the world. In order to light and render over 500
shots it was necessary to build a workflow driven pipeline with
minimal development overhead. In this talk we discuss how we
brought the full CG environment of the bridge and the talking horse
character to life by designing a lighting and rendering pipeline
tailored to the needs of an independent working artist. We give
insights into the challenges we encountered and how we kept our
render budget low while still delivering feature film quality.
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1 INTRODUCTION
With over 500 FX shots ranging from CG characters over crowd
shots to full CG environments, Troll Bridge[tro 2018] is an ambitious
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project. However, in contrast to big movie productions there is no
budget and the project lives through the work of the many volun-
teers, bringing unique challenges as well as opportunities. While
modern movie pipelines are built on the design goal to manage big
work loads from a coordinated team, flexibility and agility is the
dominant factor when working in a single-person-team.

2 PRODUCTION SET-UP AND CHALLENGES
Working on multiple operating systems with no face-to-face com-
munication was a major challenge in this project. This meant we
had to remain flexible and encourage artists to proactively solve
issues.

To coordinate such an endeavour we relied heavily on Shotgun
so each artist knew what task he had to do and what notes needed
to be addressed regardless of his timezone. For general questions
we used a Skype group chat, which minimized communication
overhead for all participants.

Keeping project files up to date and in one structure required
relying on DropBox as a unified project server because it is easy to
use, platform independent, scaleable and has a built-in versioning
system. Over the project we accumulated over 3TB of data. Since
space was precious we took care that we only produced data we
needed.

3 BUILDING A PIPELINE FOR ONE
Two major tasks in the production of this Discworld adventure
were the lighting and rendering of the bridge environment and the
talking horse character. Here we knew that we needed to layout
a pipeline that helped the artist but was easy to maintain and had
no development overhead. Since there was no R&D or pipeline
team in this project we needed to write the tools during the job and
figure out which steps would benefit from full or partial automation
to help the artist. The design of the tools previous to the start of
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the task ranged from several days to a week with every script
being between 200 and 500 lines of code. All scripts were also
managed through a repository on Github. The tools were written
in Python. Maya scripts used the Pymel API for its ease of use.
Although automatisation is normally associated with reducing time
for specific tasks, we noticed that its bigger benefit is actually the
reduction of user errors and this leads directly to workflow speed
ups.

3.1 The Bridge
For the CG bridge environment this meant that a simple light rig
was built which could be shared and modified if needed on a shot
to shot basis. Lighting and rendering was all done in Modo and we
decided to use its existing tools to set up the rig. The initial light
rig was managed as a separate scene file and shared between two
artists. When lighting a shot it was then imported, adjusted and
modified per shot. We decided against an automated rig transfer
because no across-the-shot updates were necessary for this simple
setup.

Only a few scripts were developed which made rendering pre-
views and shotsubs easier for the artists.

3.2 The Horse
The horse character was a different challenge. Not only was it
a talking and screen-filling horse head, it was necessary find a
standard structure between artists for modelling, grooming and
animation.

To make scene setup for lighting as easy as possible we auto-
mated the generation of animation caches and created a simple, but
effective tool box to create a scene for lighting. Various solutions
for animation caches were tested. We decided against Maya’s built-
in geometry cache because of compatibility issues with the cloud
based render farm GarageFarm[gar 2018]. In the end we opted for
Alembic because of its good integration, its robustness and small
file size.

Animation rig and the horse head asset were always kept seper-
ated so that artists only had to re-import a new animation cache
for updates. This process was automated, but this also meant that
names in the scene tree had to stay the same accross the lifetime of
the project.

To keep shots up to date with look development changes the
horse was referenced into the lighting scenes. This way updates
could be adopted across shots without further user overhead.

To keep the rendering budget on GarageFarm[gar 2018] to a
minimum we needed to find a sweet spot for shading and lighting
complexity. We chose the Arnold renderer because it has good
integration with the hair plugin Yeti, which we used for hair and
fur as it was perfect for the outdoor scenes. A simple light set-up
was key for effective lighting. Surprisingly, we manged to match
the plate with only three area lights including one IBL for all the
shots.

During handover to the lighting artist we discovered that Yeti had
various issues switching operating systems. We decided against de-
veloping an update process because grooming had almost finished
and we could leave the remaining work for shading and rendering
with one artist.

4 CONCLUSION
Big projects do not have to be complex and sometimes the simplest
solution right next to you is the best one. By spending more time at
the start of a project, many problems encountered at a later stage
could be solved upfront. Even in small and independent films it
pays off to evaluate plugins and tools. The main focus should not
only be their price, but also how big their userbase is. Once you
rely on freelancers, exotic tools might give you a bigger benefit, but
it can be hard to find artists who have knowledge of those tools.
The ability to write code is important for everyone, not only for
software developers, because automatisation is not only done to
reduce set-up time, but also to reduce user errors which lead to
general time savings.
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